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VIKINGS, VIKINGS,
AND MORE VIKINGS!

Weneed a crew of exactly five people for our upcoming raid. In rank order of top-ranked to bottom-
ranked, the crew is: a helmsman, a skipper, a holumenn, a journeyman cook, and a bard. We’ll be
sailing under the mighty flag of VVV (Vikings, Vikings, and more Vikings!) with Thor’s mighty
hammer emblazoned on the side of our ship for good luck. The nine applicants are:

Use the rules below to figure out which five of the applicants will be on the crew:

1. No crew member’s name starts with the same letter as another crew member’s name.
2. In his youth, Lars was Haddr’s and Quig’s apprentice so neither Haddr nor Quig is

3. As decorated warriors, Petronilla and Lars know that they get good results by being in charge so
they each applied to be only the helmsman or the skipper.
4. Haddr and Quig got into a brawl and refuse to work on a crew together.
5. One copy of the crew manifest is listed in rank order of top-ranked to bottom-ranked, while the
other copy is listed alphabetically by name. Only Frans and Smidr maintain the same positions on
both lists.

Plot twist: the ship’s cargo has gone missing! Now that you’ve
figured out which five of the applicants will be on the crew,
eliminate them as suspects on the boat, and finally,
unscramble the remaining 9 letters to find out which
animals have been eating the ship’s cargo.

Frans the Fast
Slagvi the Slow
Tarr the Tall
Shevi the Short
Lars the Loud

Quig the Quiet
Smidr the Smelly
Haddr the Hairy
Petronilla the Pale

Answer:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

willing to now be outranked by Lars.
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